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        Market defends key levels, real action seen in numerous themes 
Sensex (49206) / Nifty (14823) 
 

 
Source: Trading View 
Future outlook 
In last few weeks, every Monday has brought some unexpected move at the opening and this week too it surprised everyone with a decent gap down opening. Lot of domestic factors weighed down heavily to trigger the downside gap and global cues had very little to contribute in it. Fortunately, Nifty managed to hold the key support in the initial hiccup and in fact, a good amount of buying at lower levels led to a complete recovery in the latter half. Barring Tuesday’s sluggishness, we witnessed a slow and steady up move throughout the remaining part of the week to reclaim the 14800 mark. On a weekly basis, Nifty managed to clock over a percent gains in the inaugurated week of May month. 
Since last few days the index seems to have lost its charm. Although it has been maintaining its positive posture throughout, the overall movement is quite lethargic. All key indices like NIFTY, BANKNIFTY and NIFTY IT are trapped in a slender range. As far as higher levels are concerned for Nifty, 14900 – 14960 – 15050 are the levels to watch out for; whereas on the flip side, 14750 – 14600 – 14450 are to be considered as immediate supports. Till the time we do not see index coming out of its congestion zone, such boredom is likely to continue. Thus, it’s better not to trade aggressively in index and carrying overnight positions is strictly avoided. Taking a glance at the intraday charts, we can see the range shrinking drastically and hence, there is a high possibility that we may see a decisive breakout soon.  
Although, key indices are displaying complete boredom, the broader market is clearly not short of actions. In fact, there were numerous themes that played out exceedingly well throughout the week. Every now and then we are observing some sector chipping in to keep the traders’ fraternity engrossed all the time. Hence, the pragmatic approach would be to keep focusing on such potential movers to obtain better trading opportunities. One of the notable observations is the development in ‘NIFTY MIDCAP’ index. In the latter half of the week, it has managed to surpass the higher boundary of the cluster of resistance by a small margin. 
Couple of follow up moves in this basket would provide the real impetus for the next leg of the rally. 
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 FII’s lightened index longs and bought stock futures  
Nifty spot closed at 14823.15 this week, against a close of 14631.10 last week. The Put-Call Ratio has increased from 1.07 to 1.33. 
The annualized Cost of Carry is positive at 5.71%. The Open Interest of Nifty Futures increased by 12.76%. 
Derivatives View  
 Nifty current month future closed with a premium of 36.85 points against a premium of 59.70 points to its spot. Next month future 
is trading at a premium of 62.90 points. 
 
In options segment, we witnessed some open interest addition in 14700-15000 calls; while, 14600-14500 puts added decent open 
interest. Maximum build-up in the weekly series is placed in 15200 call and 14500 put options.    
 
Post a gap down opening on Monday around the 14500 mark, we witnessed a gradual recovery as the week progressed and Nifty 
managed to end above 14800 with gains of over a percent. The open interest in both Nifty and Bank Nifty increased by almost 13 
percent during the week. FII’s were sellers in cash segment throughout the week except on Thursday. In index futures, they 
unwound some of their existing longs and formed short positions which has declined their ‘Long Short Ratio’ to 52.6 percent. 
However, they were buyers in the stock futures segment indicating their stock specific interest for near term. The options data hints 
at a support in 14600-14500 range and resistances at 15000 followed by 15200. We expect the index to trade within this broad 
range with more stock specific action to continue. Hence, traders should look for buying opportunities in index if we see any declines 
while continue to focus on stock specific trading which could provide better returns.  
    
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Weekly change in OI 

 Short Formation 
Scrip OI  

Futures 
OI  

Chg (%) Price Price 
 Chg(%) 

BANDHANBNK 26665200 72.34  298.15 (10.03) 
M&MFIN 26568000 50.95  155.50 (4.37) 
CIPLA 18000450 35.32  887.55 (3.14) 
HDFCAMC 798000 29.67  2734.80 (2.06) 
SRF 552750 26.02  6297.25 (2.56) 

 Long Formation 
Scrip OI  

Futures 
OI  

Chg (%) Price Price 
 Chg(%) 

COFORGE 873950 123.87  3373.95 17.51  
SBILIFE 8985750 102.93  1004.40 7.49  
VEDL 100331500 48.41  284.60 10.18  
NATIONALUM 113730000 35.64  76.40 17.72  
BHEL 125527500 30.87  58.20 19.88  
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